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Introduction.

Demand for predictability of pefiorrnance of ener=~ producing machinery is ever
increasing. Modem industrial society demands the safe and reliable operation of these
plants. Due to their size and their life expectancy the safety and reliability of steam, gas
turbines and other heavy machinery operating at high temperatures cannot be determined
by simulated service testi.hg. An engineering stress and lifetime analysis has to be
peflomied long before the actual structure is built. For this purpose a mathematical
description of the actual material deformation behavior, the constitutive equation, is
needed. These constitutive equations are describe a nonlinear physical process, the time-
dependent deformation behavior of metals. Previously, nonlinear analyses were not
possible in the design office. The advent of almost unlimited and economical computing
power has completely changed the picture. As a consequence, the eonstitutive equations
have become limiting factors as their foundation rests with old idealizations that were
conceived at the turn of the century (Plasticity. -1900) or in the 1930s (Creep theory).
Plasticity was conceived when carbon steels were the prime structural materials and creep
theory was specifically designed for steady energy production lasting decades and not for
the cyclic, daily and seasonal energy demands of our technological society. Modern
materials and modem demands on energy production pose new challenges for lifetime
analyses. The VBO (viscoplasticity theory based on overstress) constitutive equation was
invented, developed, experimentally verified and implemented in the Abaqus finite
element program by the principal investigator and his students.
This research contributes to the above-described tasks by:
1. Exploring the inelastic behavior of engineering alloys by suitable experiments and by

determining the appropriate constants.
2. Formulating material models or constitutive equations suitable for computational use

in engineering stress and lifetime analyses.
3. Implementation of these models in finite element programs so that they can be applied

to engineering structures.
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Modeling of creep, relaxation and rate sensitivity at high homologous
temperature

A high homolo ous temperature version of VBO was developed earlier by Tachibana and
?Krempl (1995). This model needed about 20 constants to reproduce rate sensitivity,

creep and relaxation. In an application of VBO to the electronic industry a simplified,
high homologous temperature VBO model was developed in Refs2. 5 and 17. This model
required Iess than ten constants to reproduce the inelastic high homologous temperature
behavior of some soIder alloys.
This new and simplified model was then applied to the data used by Tachibana and
KrempI(l 995) with excelIent success, see Refs. 3 and 16. The simplified VBO has been
shown to reproduce the rate dependent behavior of Alloy 800H and to solder alloys with a
minimum number of constants. In the fiture we will always consider first the simplified
version when modeling high homologous temperature deformation behavior.

Dynamic strain aging

Many engineering alloys exhibit dynamic strain aging in certain temperature regions.
When this phenomenon is present serrated yielding (Portevin Ie Chatelier Effect), rate
insensitivity (also called neutral rate sensitivity) or negative rate sensitivity are observed
together with an increase in strength and a decrease of ductility as the temperature
increases. Below and above this temperature region “normal” behavior (positive rate
sensitivity and a decrease in strength and an increase of ductility with an increase in
temperature) is observed. Virtually every engineering alloy has a region of dynamic strain
aging and the subject area has significant engineering importance.
K. Ho, in his thesis, “invented” a simple and elegant way to reproduce negative, neutral
and positive rate sensitivity. A number of reports have been written describing the
modified VBO, see Refs. 20, 24, 25 and 28. We are not aware hat other models have
these extended capabilities.
The modification of VBO leading to modeling of neutral and negative rate sensitivity
predicted that regular creep and relaxation motions would still be present. Only three
papers investigating the anomalous rate dependence in monotonic loading together with
creep and relaxation were found. They confirmed the VBO prediction. In his Ph.D. thesis
H. Irizarry Quiiiones, see Ref. 31, performs an extensive experimental investigation on
monotonic rate-dependent loading, creep and relaxation in the dynamic strain-aging
regime of A1-Mg. and A1-Mn. alloys. The results confirm the predictions of the modified
VBO model.
The capability of the VBO model to incorporate positive, neutral and negative rate
sensitivity is unique and will increase the areas of applicability considerably, especially
since, to this writers knowledge, other state variable models do not have these attributes.

Polymeric Solids ‘

Through macroscopic, phenomenological experimentation we have established that there
are many similarities with the high temperature deformation behavior of metallic

‘ Tachibana. Y and E. Krempl, “Modeling the high homologous temperature deformation behavior using the viscoplasticity theory
based on overstress (VBO): Part I. Creep and tensile behavior,” Journal ojEngitreerirrg Materials and Technology; Vol. 117, pp.
456-461.
2 Ref refers to the appended list of publications.
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materials and solid polymers. Of course there are also differences. However, the
similarities are suftlcient to attempt modeling the rate sensitivity, creep, relaxation and
cyclic behavior of solid polymers using VBO. This theory is flexible enough to model
specific polymer properties such as the observed large strain recovery rollerunloading to
zero stress. References 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 18, 25, 26/3, 28 and 29 discuss that subject.
A “unified” model for metals and polymers looks very promising and should be pursued

.’
further in view of the conceptual simplicity, economies of teaching and industrial
applications.

Deformation induced anisotropy

Upon large deformation initially isotropic metals can become anisotropic with the
anisotropy dependent on the deformation path. The development of texture is a
manifestation of the induced anisotropy. Modeling of this property remains ugsolved and
is one of the most challenging tasks in materials modeling.
The PI has developed a new idea for modeling the evolution of anisotropy. Frederick-
Armstrong type growth laws for the elastic and inelastic compliance tensors are
postulated that can reproduce the changing anisotfopy. In formulating the finite
deformation version of VBO an Eulerian approach has been followed. Recent
developments in the kinematics of Eulerian forrnulations3 are important here and have
been used in S. Gomaa’s Ph.D. thesis, see Ref. 30. The new development in kinematics,
the Frederick-Armstrong law and the structure of VBO make of solution to the modeling
of deformation induced anisotropy possible. The feasibility of the approach has been
established by Zaini and Gem% see Ref. 32 and 30.

Outlook

The research has been identified for use in applications and has also laid the foundations
for future research in several new and promising areas.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

High homologous temperature modeling of tensile, cyclic, creep and relaxation
behavior with a minimum number of constants was accomplished for a Nickel based
superalloy (800H) and for a PbSn alloy.
A completely new way of modeling positive, neutral and negative rate sensitivity has
been proposed by K. Ho. This new approach is unique and needs to be evaluated by
others. It opens up new ways of modeling the rate dependent behavior of solids.
There is a real prospect in describing the inelastic deformation behavior of metals
(alloys) and solid polymers with one basic model.
A new way of modeling deformation-induced anisotropy has been found and the
initial problems have been overcome. This new approach was shown to be feasible
and has been implemented in a finite element program.
This new approach of modeling deformation induced anisotropy and the method of
modeling neutral and negative rate sensitivity can develop into major break-throughs
in modeling of inelastic behavior. Due to the novelty of the ideas and due to the
complexity of the work it was not possible to completely finish the development. The
most promising ideas in the research career of the PI are waiting to be completed.

3Xiao, H., O. T. Bruhns and A. Meyers, “Logarithmic strain, logarithmic spin and logarithmic rate; Acts Mechanica Vol. 134, pp.
89-105.
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Mechanics of Materials Laboratory
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Publications’ Starting 1996

1996
I. “A small-strain Viscoplastichy Theory Based on Overstress; E. Krempl,Unified Constitutive Laws

of Plastic Deformation, A. S. Krausz and K. Krausz editors, Academic Press, Inc., Orlando, FL,281-
318 (1996).

2. “Isotropic Viscoplasticity Theoty Based on Overstress (VBO). The Influence of the Direction of the
Dynamic Recovery Term in the Growth Law of the Equilibrium Stress,” E. Krempl and J. M. Gleason,
Iqtemational Journal of Plasticity, ~, No. 6,719-735 (1996).
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11<

12.

“Modeling of High Homologous Temperature Deformation Behavior using the Viscoplasticity Theory
Based on Overstress (VBO): Part H – Characteristics of The VBO Model,” Y. Tachibana and E.
Krempl, Journal of Enzineerin~ Materials and Technolon, ~, 1-6 (1997).

“An Analysis of the Two Bar Ratcheting Behavior Using the Viscoplasticity Theory Based on
Overstress: T. Nakamura and E. Krempl, Journal of Pressure Vessel TechnoIoizv, l& 306-312
(1997).

“VBO: A state Variable Constitutive Equation for a Solder Alloy,” L. Maciucescu, T.-L. Sham and E.
Krempl, Advances in Electronic Packazin a – INTERpack ’97, Vol. 2, ASME, NY, 1615-1621 (1997).

“Modeling of High Homologous Temperature Deformation Behavior for Stress and Lifetime
Analyses,” E. Krempl, Proc. 15{hWmoosium on Enerw Enszineering Sciences, May 14-15, 1997,
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, Conf.-97O5 121, 199-207 (1997).

“ExperimentaIly Motivated State Variab[es for Continuum Models of [neiastic Behavior,” E. Krempl,
Physics and Mechanics of Finite Plastic and Viscodastic Deformation. Proc.. Plasticity ’97, A. S.
Khan, editor, Neat Press, Fulton, Maryland 49-50 (1997).

“Modeling of Metal and Polymer Inelastic Deformation Behavior Using the Viscoplasticity Theory
Based on Overstress(VBO)U E. Krempl, Physics and Mechanics of Finite Plastic and ViscouIastic
Deformation. Proc.. PlasticiW ’97, A. S. Khan, editor, Neat Press, Fulton, Maryland, 51-52 (1997).

“Application of the Viscoplasticity Theory Based on Overstress (VBO) to the Deformation Behavior
of NyIon 66,” E. Krempl and K. Ho, Proc. Sot. RheoIouv Mtsz.,Galveston, Texas, one page, (Feb.
1997).

“Design for Fatigue Resistance; E. KrempI, Cha~ter 6E of ASM Handbook Vol. 20, Materials
Selection and Design, 518-532 (1997).

“Rate (time)-Dependent Deformation Behavioc Some Common Properties of Metals and Solid
Polymers,” E. Krempl, Abstract proceedings of the SEM Sorin~ Conference on Experimental
Mechanics, Socie~ for Experimental Mechanics, Bethel, CT, 45-46(1997).

“Quasi-anaIytic Sensitivity Analysis of a Unified Viscoplastic Model for a Solder Alloy: M. A.
Eisenberg, E. Krempl and L. Maciucescu, Atmlied Mechanics Reviews, ~, S44-S49 (1997).

1Research supported by DOE Grant DE-FG02-96ER14603 and the Rosalind and John J. Redfem Jr. Professor of Engineering
endowed chair.
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13.

14.

15.

16.

“The Influence of the Equilibrium Stress Growth Law Formulation on the Modeling of Recently
Obsewed Relaxation Behaviors; E. Krempl and T. Nakamu@ JSME International Journal, Series A,
41, 103-111 (1998).

“Non-Proportional Loading of Nylon 66 at Room Temperature,” E. Krempl and C. M. Bordonaro,
International Journal of Plasticity , ~ 245-258 (1998).

“Some General Properties of Solid Polymer Deformation Behavior and their Application to a Class of
Clock Models: E. Krempl, Journal of Rheolosxv,Q 713-725 (1998).

“Modeling of High Homologous Temperature Deformation Behavior Using the Viscoplasticity Theory
Based on Overstress (VBO): Part III - A Simplified Model; Y. Tachibana and E. Krempl, Journal of
Engineering Materials and Technology , @, 193-196 (1998).

1999
17. “Modeling the Deformation Behavior of a Sn-Pb Solder Alloy Using the Simplified Viscoplasticity

Theory Based on Overstress (VBO),” L. Maciucescu, T.-L. Sham and E. Krernpl, Journal of Electronic
Packaain~ 121,92-98 (1999).

18. “An Overstress Model for Solid Polymer Deformation Behavior Applied to Nylon 66; E. Krempl and
K. Ho, in print, ASTM STP 1357 (1999); MML 98-1 (April 1998).

19. “Viscoplastic Models for High Temperature Applications,” E. Krempl, to appear in, International
Journal of Solids and Structures (1999); MML 98-6 (July 1998).

1998 and 1999 Mechanics of Materials Laboratory (MML) Reports not yet
published.
20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

“Modeling of Rate Independence and of Negative Rate Sensitivity Using the Viscoplasticity Theory
Based on Overstress (VBO),” K. Ho and E. Krempl, MML 98-3 (June 1998)

“A Viscoplasticity Theory Based on Overstress (VBO) for Fixed and Deformation Induced
Anisotropy; S. Gem@ E. Krempl, T.-L Sham and M. Zaini, Mechanics of Materials Laboartorv
Reuort. 98-4.(June 1998).

“Relaxation Behavior and Modelingj” E. Krempl, MML 98-8 (November 1998).

“Creep-Plasticity Interaction,” E. Krempl, Lecture notes of presentations made in course No 187 on
“Modeling of Creep and Damage Processes in Materials and Structures: at the International Center for
Mechanical Sciences, CISM, Udine, Italy (September 7-11, 1998). MML 99-1 (January 1999),74
pages, to appear in a book edited by J. Skrzypek and H. A1tenbach.

“The Modeling of UnusuaI Rate Sensitivities Inside and Outside the Dynamic Strain Aging Regime:
K. Ho and E. Krempl, MML 99-2 (June 1999).

“A New Way of Modeling Unusual Rate Sensitivities in Metallic and Polymeric Materials:’ K. Ho and
E. Krempl, MML 99-3 (June 1999).

Contributions of the Mechanics of Materials Laboratory to the Fourth International Conference on
Constitutive Laws for Engineering Materials, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, July 27-30, 1999.
MML99-4 (July 1999).

Contains three papers that are published in the proceedings of the conference.
1) “Finite Deformation, Isotropic Viscoplasticity Theory Based on OverStress< S. Gomaa, E. Krempl

and T.-L. Sham,



2) “Modeling of Non-proportional Loading of Nylon 66 Using the Viscoplasticity Theory Based on
Overstressfl K. Ho and E. Krempl.

3) “On the Mechanical Behavior of Polycarbonate: F. Khan and E. Krempl.

27. “The Influence of Different Objective Stress Rates and Different Plasticity Models on the Stress-Strain
Behavior in Simple Shear; O. U. Col~ MML 99-5 (April 1999).

Theses
28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

“Application of the viscopIasticity theory based on overstress to the modeling of dynamic strain aging
and to solid polymers, specifically Nylon 66,” Kwangsoo Ho, Ph.D. thesis, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, NY, (August 1998). Dr. Ho is now with Yeungnam University, Korea.

“Investigating the mechanical properties of Polycarbonate~ Fazeel J. Khan, MS, in Mechanical
Engineering thesis, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, (December 1998). Mr. Khan is a
doctoral student at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

“Computational procedures for finite deformation, rate-independent plasticity and viscopIasticity based
on overstress,” Said Goma Ph.D thesis, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, (Completed
thesis defense, degree expected December 1999). S. Gomaa is now with Ansys Corp., Canonsburg,
PA.

“Rate-dependent properties of A1-Mn and A1-Mg alloys during dynamic strain aging and of OFHC
Copper and Type 304 Stainless SreelY Hugo Irizarry Quifiones, Ph.D. thesis, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, NY, (Completed thesis defense, degree expected December 1999). H. Irizarry-
Quiiiones is now with Bechtel Technical Services, Machinery Apparatus Operations, Schenectady,
NY.

“Deformation induced anisotropy~’ Marwan Zaini, Ph.D. thesis, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, NY, (expected December 1999).


